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The jonas brothers gathered together and their number one fan could not be more enthusiastic. and no, this is not a reference to the countless people who have grown jobros posters on their wall. frankie jonas reacted to the new song of the jonas brothers, calling himself "big fan of the trio" in a new post
instagram that is equal fun and sweet parts. the last video of frankie instagram shows him dancing to the new song of the jonas brothers, sucker. the moves are totally silly, but his caption shows how much he looks to his three great brothers. frankie wrote: "The boys are back in town. we rest easily tonight
knowing that the ground balance is restored. He's so proud of all of you. I've been a jb stan since I was born. No one can take my biggest tittle fan. "his comment on being a "jb stan" is quite fun, since he was rather born to love the band of his brothers, like it or not. frankie appeared next to his brothers in
the television series jonas. the age difference between him and his older brothers led fans to dissuade him the "bonus jonas." but at 18 years — he celebrated his birthday in September — frankie jonas grew up. And he's no longer the band's brother, since the show jonas tv ended in 2010, frankie seems
to have continued to pursue music and action. frankie appeared in two episodes of R.L. stine's the haunting hour, and was also a vocal actor in the reef 2: high tide and spooky buddies. his most recent recognition of acting is gutsy fag of 2013, in which heFrankie (the character's name was just a
coincidence). Based on Frankie's Instagram, however, it seems he's more focused on music than he's acting. Frankie published photos of guitars, images of him playing guitar, and support messages for the artists he worked with. And as people pointed out, Frankie also performed with Noah Cyrus,
although it was almost a decade ago when they worked together on the Ponyo movie. More recently, he also had a special role in the life of his brothers. Frankie was a groom in Nick's wedding, and it looks like he had a lot of fun at the party, based on the photos he shared. As for the new video, it seems
Frankie's brothers got kicked out of his dance at "Sucker." Joe shared the video on Twitter, writing: "The legend that is @FrankieJonas who reminds everyone that takes the main fan route"Some fans answered Joe's tweet with questions about why Frankie was not in the video "Sucker". "Always think that
if you return @FrankieJonas, it's part of it. But he's still part of the biggest fan," tweeted a fan. "I think this was supposed to be your official music video," he wrote another. Frankie may not have been in the actual video, but it seems he had a good time making a clip of his own."Sucker" came out only at
midnight on Friday, but fans are already loving the new music. And apparently, there's no fan of the younger brother of the trio. The band is officially back together! The new song by Jonas Brothershit the web at midnight on Friday 1 March — and fans were burned with love for the infectious track ever
since. nick, joe, and kevin's reunion song is all like these brothers are suckers for women in their lives. If there was any doubt about the devotion that the jobros have for their significant others, there should no longer be since the wife of nick priyanka chopra, the wife of kevin danielle jonas, and the
financée sophie turner of joe pop in the music video sucker. and while the jonas brothers clarify the sucker text, they mean to be wherever these women are. The song starts with nick singing: "Let's go together/Better of birds of a feather, you and I will change the time, yes/I feel warm in December when
you're around me." nick and actress chopra tied the knot india on December 1, so you know how symbolic it is for him to feel the heat in December. But it's not just nick burning for his partner. joe also sings as his love, game of thrones and dark phoenix star turner is "make the typical me break my typical
rules." kevin plays the guitar on his track and while he does not sing with other brothers, he is obviously feeling the love for his wife almost 10 years old, danielle. sucker ocitus marks the first new music of the Grammy-known group since the brothers took a hiatus to pursue solo endeavors in October
2013. besides giving fans with new music, as bonus jonas, the boys will also take control of the cbs' the lateShow with James Corden next week, participating in segments of faves such as "Carpool Karaoke" and the game "Spill Your Guts or Fill Your Guts". "It's good to finally tell someone," Nick told
Corden in a "Carpool Karaoke" clip posted on the official Twitter account of The Late Late Show, which also has his makeover theme Jonas. "We kept this secret for almost seven, eight months. It's practically our first performance. "Add Kevin, with a laugh: "We must dust the webs. " Fans first began to
speculate that the group could gather when the band mysteriously reactivated its Instagram account in January 2018 after almost half a decade of silence. But Nick, who since then released two solo albums, was the first to (temporaneous) crush those dreams. "We went out for a weekend and I think our
Instagram was rebooted," E said! News' Ryan Seacrest in front of the 2018 Grammy Awards. "From now on there is no planned meeting. But never say — you never know what will happen. "At the time of the split in 2013, the group was about to start a tour — but in a statement, cited a "creative
reflection" for its cancellation. He later appeared on Bravo's Watch What Happens Live in 2016, Nick took the blame, saying he wanted to go his way. "It was a very hard conversation, and he left the kind of troubled family for a while. We were about to start a tour. We've been two days since the beginning
of a tour," heWWHL host Andy Cohen. "It's nice that it happened because I think we all grew up from it, but it was very challenging for a while. "Since then, he has changed so much in JoBros' life. In addition to Nick's successful solo projects and the 2018 Golden Globe for the song Ferdinand "Home", he
married Chopra after a romantic story. Chopra has gently shared the news of Jonas Brother's meeting on Instagram, writing that they are "more than ever" and that she is "so proud of the family" — but now, the world knows how he contributed to the return. In the meantime, Joe DNCE's group had the
huge chart-topper "Cake by the Ocean" in 2015 and is engaged with Turner. Finally, the family man Kevin is the proud father of the daughters Alena Rose, 5, and Valentina Angelina, 2, with Danielle. Despite all the changes, one thing remains clear, based on how excited people were to listen to the new
music: fans are still fans for the Jonas Brothers. And they suck for women they love. Love.
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